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Abstract
This paper discusses the impact of corporate governance on the leverage effect and the leverage effect on corporate performance. The study was conducted on Islamic manufacturing companies on the Indonesia Stock Exchange during the period 2012 to 2018. The data analytics method used Partial Least Square (PLS) which was handled with the WarpPLS application. The results show that almost all proxies of the corporate governance variable negatively affect financial leverage variable, except for the Independent Board of Commissioners (ICB) which has a positive effect on book leverage (BLEV). Furthermore, financial leverage as proxy by book leverage (BLEV) shows a positive effect on market performance (TBQ) and negative effect on book performance (ROA). The financial leverage effect by market leverage variable (VEML) has a negative effect on market performance (TBQ) as well as on accounting performance (ROA). An important implication of this study is that in general, Shariah manufacturing companies that are more profitable tend to reduce their financial leverage, and investors can better recognize the relationship between financial leverage decisions and firm performance.
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I. Introduction
Since the proposition of irrelevance theory was put forward by Modigliani & Miller (1958), capital structure decisions have been a topic of continuous research for more than six decades (Chakrabarti & Chakrabarti, 2019). The capital structure study addresses two specific questions: which factors determine the capital structure and whether capital structure decisions affect the corporation's performance. Several studies on the determinants of capital structure with different axes have been carried out previously, such as Martin & Saona (2017) on factors specific to the enterprise. The study of Zaid et al. (2020) and Feng, Hassan, & Elamer (2020) focus on corporate governance. In addition, Chow et al., (2018) underline that macro-economic factors such as exchange rates, inflation rates and interest rates are important determinants of capital structure. Despite the many studies that have
been conducted, to date there is no agreement on the most important determinants of the enterprise’s capital structure (Yildirim et al., 2018).

The association between capital structure and company performance has also been widely studied, but the results of this study also show mixed results. Several studies suggest that the structure of capital has a positive impact on business performance (Piaw and Jais, 2014; Detthamrong, Chancharat and Vithessonthi, 2017). Several other studies have demonstrated that capital structure decisions are negatively linked to company performance (For example, Le & Phan, 2017; Vo & Ellis, 2017). Meanwhile, the results of the study by Li, Niskanen, & Niskanen (2019) determined that there is no substantial affiliation between capital structure and the performance of SMEs with high credit risk.

Decision of the Capital Market and Financial Institution Supervisory Agency Number Kep-208/Bl/2012 concerning Standards and Issuance of Sharia Securities Lists affirms that companies that can be included in the Indonesian Sharia Stock Index (ISSI) category have to meet two financial ratios. First, the sum of interest-based debt compared to total assets of a maximum of 45%; Second, the total of non-halal income is compared with the total operating income and other income of a maximum of 10%.

Referring to the first limitation, the results of observations on the average Book Leverage (BLEV) of 61 ISSI manufacturing companies and 42 Non-ISSI manufacturing companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) for the 2012-2018 period are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Average BLEV of ISSI and Non-ISSI manufacturing companies
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Source: Financial statements of ISSI and Non-ISSI manufacturing companies on the IDX for the 2012-2018 period.

Referring to the second limitation, the results of observations on book performance, namely the Return on Assets (ROA) of 61 ISSI manufacturing companies and 42 non-ISSI companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) during the 2012-2018 period are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Average ROA of ISSI and Non-ISSI manufacturing companies
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Source: Financial statements of ISSI and Non-ISSI manufacturing companies on the IDX for the 2012-2018 period.

Figure 1 shows the average BLEV of ISSI manufacturing companies is much smaller than that of Non-ISSI. Figure 2 shows the average ROA of ISSI manufacturing companies is greater than that of Non-ISSI. The phenomena shown in Figures 1 and 2 indicate a relationship between decisions on capital structure and the performance of manufacturing enterprises. Imamah et al., (2019) explained that over the last two decades, the development of the Islamic economy has portrayed a notable role in encouraging the Islamic corporate governance system, such as the publication of Islamic principles on Corporate Governance. Business managers in Islamic countries must not only maximise the company's performance, but also follow the principles of Islamic Sharia law. Therefore, corporate governance owned by ISSI class companies is expected to play an important role in determining capital structure decisions. In particular by encouraging companies to comply with the Decree of the Capital Markets and Financial Institutions Supervisory Agency Number Kep-208/Bl/2012. Furthermore, the capital structure decision of ISSI category companies is predicted to be related to performance achievement.

The objective of this study is to examine the effect of corporate governance on the capital structure (leverage) and the effect of financial leverage on corporate performance. The research was conducted on a manufacturing company in the ISSI (Sharia) category which was listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The basis for selecting a manufacture company as the object of research is to avoid industry bias and a manufacturing company is one of the largest industries on the Indonesia Stock Exchange.

II. Discussion

A. Literature Review

Agent theory examines problems that occur in businesses due to the separation between owners (principles) and managers (agents) and explains ways to overcome these problems (Panda & Leepsa, 2017). Corporate governance is a system that not only improves the association between shareholders, managers, and investors, but also approves that suitable reserves are provided among participating users (Al-
ahdal et al., 2020). Financial leverage is influenced by the firm 's sole features and conflicts of interest concerning managers and shareholders (Chang et al., 2014). Corporate governance is an important instrument to reduce agent and shareholder conflicts that can influence the decisions of capital structure (Detthamrong et al., 2017).  

**Size of the board and financial leverage.**

The board of directors plays an important role in reducing corporate failures, and is responsible for monitoring key activities and approving strategic decisions (Chancharat et al., 2012). Previous studies have shown mixed results in terms of the relationship between board size and fiscal leverage. Sewpersadh (2019) demonstrates that the size of the board negatively impacts the leverage effect. In contrast, Usman et al., (2019) and Feng et al. (2020) found that corporations with larger boards of directors have more financial leverage. The positive relationship between board size and financial leverage supports the view that with a larger board size, companies can use it to gain greater access to external financing. However, Hussainey and Aljifri (2012) suggested that board size is not related to leverage.

**Women's Board of Directors and Financial Leverage**

Women directors have more skills, legal knowledge, human resource management, communications and public relations than male directors (Zelechowski & Bilimoria, 2004). Recently, stakeholders have increased their emphasis on gender diversity on corporate boards. This is because gender diversity can affect the efficacy of the company's board of directors (Gyapong et al., 2019). Firms with a more gender-diverse board of directors borrow at lower costs (Usman et al. (2019). Elmaghriet al., (2018) demonstrated that boards with more gender diversity tend to use less debt. Schicks ( 2014) report that male borrowers have a higher debt risk than women.Strom et al., (2014) and Faccio et al., (2016) show that entities headed by female CEOs are less leveraged than similar entities headed by male CEOs. .

**Independent Board of Commissioners and Financial Leverage**

In Indonesia, there is an independent board of commissioners. Financial Services Authority Regulation Number 33/POJK.04/2014 concerning the Board of Directors and Board of Commissioners of Public Companies, states that the number of Independent Commissioners must be at least 30% of the total members of the Board of Commissioners. Usman et al. (2019) indicates that companies whose independent boards are larger pay less for debt financing. Dimitropoulos (2014) stated that the independence of the board has an adverse
affiliation with external financing. However, Jiraporn et al. (2012) asserted that independent boards have knowledge and information that allows companies to have higher leverage. Zaid et al. (2020) and Chow et al. (2018) found an affirmative relationship between board independent and financial leverage.

**Audit Committee Size and Financial Leverage**

The audit committee is qualified for rendering aid in deciding external auditors for the board of directors, commanding management, building trust for the accuracy, reliability, and quality of financial reports (Anderson et al., 2004). Studies of the link between the size of the audit committee and the leverage effect show mixed results. First of all Chen et al., (2016) conclude that the audited financial statements provide significant supplemental information on the company's credit risk to capital providers. This naturally leads to strict credit approvals. On the other hand, Detthamrong et al. [2018] explained that the effectiveness of the audit committee enables companies to have better access to external financing, which is related to the leverage effect. However, the relationship may be positive or negative, based on the initial debt level. A positive relationship, the audit committee enables the company to increase the leverage effect as a result of the improved information perceived by the market. A negative relationship may occur if the company's current debt load is deemed too high.

**Financial Leverage and firm performance**

Modigliani and Miller (1958) argued that the capital structure is irrelevant in determining the value of the business, which is supported by Connelly et al. (2012). However, the growing financial literature reports combined empirical evidence on the connection within financial leverage and firm performance. On the one hand, several studies show a positive relationship between financial leverage and corporate performance, which is in line with the trade-off theory (eg, Degryse et al., 2012; Piaw & Jais, 2014). On the other hand, several studies indicate a negative relationship between financial leverage and corporate performance, which is consistent with hierarchical order theory. (eg, Vo & Ellis, 2017; Li et al., 2019; Danso et al., 2020).

**B. Research Methods**

The population of this study is all Islamic manufacturing companies (ISSI) listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the period 2012 to 2018. The sample is determined using purposive sampling with the criteria that companies consistently fall into the ISSI category during the observed period. The sample that meets the criteria is
61 companies per year, so a total of 427 company-year observations. Data analysis uses Partial Least Square (PLS) which is processed with the WarpPLS application. Meanwhile, the reasons for using the WarpPLS application are: First, the data is not normally distributed and does not meet several other classical assumptions that are difficult to overcome; Second, the model built is a full model, namely a model that combines all the variables analyzed.

Tabel 1. Code, Nama dan Operasionalisasi Variabel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate governance</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Variable Description</th>
<th>Referensi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>Board of Directors Size</td>
<td>The sum of representatives of the board of directors owned by the firm.</td>
<td>Chancharat et al. (2012), Sewpersadh (2019)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBD</td>
<td>Women's Board of Directors</td>
<td>The percentage of the number of female directors to the total number of members of the board of directors.</td>
<td>Faccio, Marchica, &amp; Mura (2016), Usman et al. (2019)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBC</td>
<td>Independent Board of Commissioners</td>
<td>The ratio of independent commissioners to the total number of members of the board of commissioners.</td>
<td>Chow et al. (2018), Zaid et al. (2020)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>Audit Committee Size</td>
<td>Total number of audit committee members owned by the company.</td>
<td>Chen, He, Ma, &amp; Stice (2016), Detthamrong et al. (2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Financial leverage |
|---------------------|-----------------|------------------|

| Firm performance |
|------------------|-----------------|------------------|
| TBQ | Tobin’s Q Ratio | The market value of shares and book value of debt divided by the book value of total assets | Le & Phan (2017), Imamah et al. (2019). |
| ROA | Return on Assets | The ratio of earnings after interest and taxes to total assets. | Le & Phan (2017), Imamah et al. (2019). |

Sumber: Dari berbagai referensi yang relevan

The influence of corporate governance on financial leverage, and the effect of financial leverage on company performance are shown in the following equation model.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{BLEV} &= \alpha_1 \text{BDS} + \alpha_2 \text{WBD} + \alpha_3 \text{IBC} + \alpha_4 \text{ACS} + \hat{\epsilon}_1 \\
\text{MLEV} &= \beta_1 \text{BDS} + \beta_2 \text{WBD} + \beta_3 \text{IBC} + \beta_4 \text{ACS} + \hat{\epsilon}_2 \\
\text{TBQ} &= \gamma_1 \text{BLEV} + \gamma_2 \text{MLEV} + \hat{\epsilon}_3
\end{align*}
\]
ROA = $\epsilon_1$BLEV + $\epsilon_2$MLEV + $\epsilon_4$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

C. Results

Descriptive statistics showing the mean, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation for all variable values are presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Descriptif Statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Secondary data published by the IDX which is processed.

The mean TBQ is 1,928 with a standard foreign exchange of 3,080, the maximum value is 37,662 and the minimum value is 0.102. The mean ROA is 6.79% with a standard exchange rate of 8.37%, the maximum value is 42.53% and the minimum value is -29.91%. The mean BLEV is 39.60% with a standard foreign exchange of 18.60%, which means that 39.60% of the company's total assets are funded by debt, the maximum value is 122.10% and the minimum value is 0.9%. The mean MLEV is 36.80%, the standard foreign exchange is 24.6%, meaning 36.80% of the company's total assets plus the difference between the book value of equity and market value of equity funded by debt, the maximum value is 94.50%, and the minimum value is 7.30%. The mean BDS is 5,162, the foreign exchange standard is 2,668, meaning the average size of the board of directors is 5 people, the maximum value is 15 people and the minimum value is 2 people. The mean WBD is 12.40%, the standard deviation is 17.40%, meaning the percentage of female members on the board of directors is 12.40%, the maximum value is 71.40% and the minimum value is 0.00%, meaning that all members of the board of directors are male. Mean ICB 0.392, standard deviation 9.60%, means the percentage of independent members on the board of commissioners is 39.20%, the maximum ICB value is 80% and the minimum value is 30%. The mean ACS is 3.115 and the standard deviation is 0.463, meaning that the average audit committee size is 3 people, the maximum value is 5 people and the minimum value is 1 person.

All components of the fit and quality indices model have been met very adequately, which shows that the built model has achieved the goodness of fit. It can be shown as follows: Average path coefficient (APC) = 0.235, $P<0.001$; Average R-squared (ARS) = 0.303,
P<0.001; Average adjusted R-squared (AARS) = 0.297, P<0.001; Average full collinearity VIF (AVFIF) = 1.060, meaning that there is no multicollinearity problem between indicators and between exogenous variables; The GoF index of 0.550 is greater than 0.36, the fit model is in the large category; Sympon's paradox ratio (SPR) index of 1,000 is greater than 0.700; Index R-squared contribution ratio (RSCR)=1,000

Furthermore, to provide a more complete, clear, and complete illustration of the research model that was built and the results of its analysis, the following Figure 3 is presented..
D. Discussion of Results

On the basis of the results of the analysis of the data presented briefly in Table 3 and Figure 1, a more detailed discussion is conducted. The discussion is carried out by confirming the results of this study with theories and findings from previous studies.

Effect of Board of Directors Size on Financial Leverage

The coefficients of the effect of BDS on BLEV and MLEV are -0.149 (P=0.001) and -0.344 (P=0.001), this means a significant negative effect. Thus, Islamic manufacturing companies on the IDX with a larger board of directors size have significantly lower financial leverage, both BLEV and MLEV. This empirical evidence displays that the size of the board of directors of a larger Islamic manufacturing company tends to strongly agree to reduce the financing risk of larger debt. In addition, there is a limit for ISSI category companies to use interest-based debt financing sources, this will encourage the company to meet the additional required funds from internal sources. Therefore, the proportion of debt in the company's capital structure will decrease. Literature on the affiliation among board size and financial leverage in Islamic companies, as far as the authors know, is not yet available, thus, the outcomes of this analysis are confirmed with the results of prior researchs in conventional companies. These results are in line with the Sewpersadh (2019) study on conventional companies, namely companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) which prove that the size of the board of directors has a negative effect on financial leverage. This shows that in principle there is no
difference in the determinants of capital structure between Islamic and non-Sharia companies, especially for board size.

Influence of Women's Board of Directors on Financial Leverage

The coefficient of the effect of WBD on BLEV is -0.168 (P=0.001) which means the effect is negative and very significant. The effect of WBD on MLEV is -0.045 (P=0.175) which means a negative but not significant effect. This empirical evidence shows that Shariah manufacturing companies on the IDX with a larger proportion of female gender on their board of directors have lower debt ratios, especially for BLEV. This is in line with the decisions of their colleagues on the board of directors which also shows a negative influence. Previous studies examining the relationship between women directors and financial leverage in Islamic companies have not been found, thus, the results of this study are confirmed with the findings of studies in conventional companies. This empirical finding is in accordance with the study of Schicks (2014) on conventional companies which states that women are more risk averse than men. The study of Strøm et al. (2014) and Faccio et al. (2016) on conventional companies also prove that entities run by female CEOs have a lower level of leverage than similar entities run by male CEOs. The Adusei & Obeng study (2019) used a global dataset of 441 conventional microfinance institutions in 69 countries. They prove that women directors have a negative and significant influence on financial leverage. This indicates that the relationship between woman directors and financial leverage in conventional companies can also be proven in Islamic companies.

Pengaruh Independent Board of Commissioners terhadap Financial Leverage

The results of the analysis showed that the effect of IBC on BLEV was 0.245 (P=0.001), which means a significant positive effect. The effect of IBC on MLEV is -0.057 (P=0.117), which means that it has no significant negative effect. These results indicate that Shariah manufacturing companies on the IDX that have larger independent members on their board of commissioners are associated with a higher debt ratio (BLEV). This empirical evidence is in line with agency theory (Jensen, 1986), which states that debt can overcome agency problems that occur in companies. The presence of an independent board can guarantee this as indicated by a higher debt ratio. Previous studies examining the relationship between board independent and financial leverage in Islamic companies are
not yet available, thus, the results of this study are confirmed by the findings of studies in conventional companies. The results of this study are in line with Chow et al. (2018) used a sample of 907 registered conventional non-financial companies from seven Asia Pacific countries during the period 2004-2014. They prove that the independent board has a positive effect on financial leverage. In addition, the results of this study are in accordance with the study of Zaid et al. (2020) using data obtained from the annual reports of conventional companies listed on the Palestine Stock Exchange (PEX) for a six-year period (2013-2018). They found a positive relationship between the number of independent boards and financial leverage. Jiraporn et al. (2012) revealed that an independent board will have knowledge and information that allows the company to use higher leverage. This evidence shows that the relationship between independent boards and financial leverage in conventional companies is also found in Islamic companies.

**Effect of Audit Committee Size on Financial Leverage**

The coefficient of the effect of ACS on BLEV is 0.020 (P=0.340) which means that the effect is positive but not significant. The effect of ACS on MLEV is -0.108 (P=0.012) which means that it has a negative and significant effect at the 5% level of neglect. These results state that Islamic manufacturing companies on the IDX with larger audit committee sizes have smaller market leverage (MLEV). The MLEV calculation includes the market value of the company's assets, namely the current value of assets in place and the asset value of the company's opportunity to grow in the future (Yildirim et al., 2018). Previous studies that examined the relationship between audit committee size and financial leverage in Islamic companies have not been found, thus, the results of this study are confirmed by the findings of studies in conventional companies. The results of this study are in accordance with the study of Chen et al. (2016) on conventional non-financial companies using data obtained from the compustat global database for the period 1992 to 2009. They conclude that better audited financial statements will provide creditors with important additional information about the company's credit risk. That information can lead to stringent credit approvals, thereby affecting a company's likelihood of obtaining a loan. In addition, the negative influence of ACS on MLEV is also in line with the decision of the board of directors.
**Effect of Financial Leverage on Firm Performance**

The coefficient of effect of BLEV on TBQ is 0.324 (P=0.001), this indicates that Islamic manufacturing companies on the IDX with larger BLEVs have higher market performance (TBQ). Agency theory explains that debt can reduce agency costs between managers and shareholders, because debt can prevent managers from financing projects with a negative NPV (Jensen, 1986). This evidence is consistent with the trade-off theory which explains that more profitable companies will bear lower costs of financial distress, which results in cheaper debt financing (Myers & Majluf, 1984). Debt financing will encourage managers to work more productively, efficiently and profitably, and therefore the market responds with a higher value. Previous studies that tested the relationship between BLEV and market performance (TBQ) in Islamic companies have not been found, so the results of this study are confirmed with the results of studies in conventional companies. Therefore, the results of this study are in line with the study of Detthamrong et al. (2017), and Ramli et al., (2019) who found a positive relationship between BLEV and firm's market performance.

The coefficient of the effect of MLEV on TBQ is -0.650 (P=0.001), which is a very significant negative effect. This indicates that Shariah manufacturing companies on the IDX with larger MLEVs have lower market performance (TBQ). A large MLEV value indicates the low market value of the company's equity, so the negative effect of MLEV on TBQ is logical. Previous studies examining the relationship between MLEV and TBQ in Islamic companies have not been found, so the results of this study are confirmed with the findings of studies in conventional companies. The results of this study are in accordance with Le & Phan (2017) who use conventional non-financial companies listed on the Vietnam stock market for the period 2007-2012. They proved MLEV was negatively and significantly related to Tobin's Q.

The coefficient of the effect of BLEV on ROA is -0.149 (P=0.001), this indicates that Islamic manufacturing companies on the IDX with higher BLEV are associated with lower book performance (ROA). This evidence is in accordance with the pecking-order theory which explains that there is asymmetric information between managers and investors, causing company managers to prefer funding from sources with the lowest risk order (Chakraborty, 2010). The pecking-order theory shows that leverage has a negative effect on profitability (Çekrezi, 2013). The relationship between financial leverage (BLEV) and firm
performance (ROA) in ISSI (Sharia) category manufacturing companies on the IDX does not show specific differences with conventional companies. This is also proven by Yildirim et al. (2018) which compares the determinants of capital structure between Shari'ah Compliant firms (SC) and Shari'ah Non-Compliant (SNC) in seven countries and seven industries. They prove that Profitability (ROA) is negatively related to BLEV and MLEV, both for SC and SNC. Furthermore, this finding is in line with Le & Phan (2017) using conventional non-financial companies listed on the Vietnamese stock market for the period 2007-2012. They prove that the debt ratio (BLEV) negatively affects the company's book performance (ROA). In addition, the results of this study are in line with the Dawar study (2014) which used a sample of 78 companies listed in the Center for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE) for the period 2003 to 2012 which represented almost all major sectors of the Indian economy except for the banking and financial sectors. Dawar's study (2014) reports that there is a negative relationship between debt ratio (BLEV) and ROA.

The coefficient of the effect of MLEV on ROA is -0.557 (P=0.001), this means that companies with larger MLEVs have lower book performance (ROA). The large MLEV value is due to the low market value of the company's equity. The low market value of equity, of course, is more due to the low performance of the company as a whole, so the negative effect of MLEV on ROA is logical. Previous studies that tested the relationship between MLEV and ROA in Islamic companies have not been found, so the results of this study are confirmed with the findings of studies in conventional companies. The results of this study are in line with the study of Le & Phan (2017) which proves that Market Leverage (MLEV) negatively affects Return on Assets (ROA).

III. Conclusion

Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that: Board of directors size of Islamic manufacturing companies has a negative effect on book leverage and market leverage; Woman's board of directors Islamic manufacturing companies have a negative effect on book leverage, but no significant effect on market leverage; Independent board of commissioners of Islamic manufacturing companies has a positive effect on book leverage, but it has no significant effect on market leverage; The audit committee size of Islamic manufacturing companies has a negative effect on market leverage, but it has no significant effect on book leverage. Furthermore, Book leverage (BLEV) of Islamic manufacturing companies shows a
positive effect on market performance (TBQ) and negative on book performance (ROA). Market leverage (MLEV) of Islamic manufacturing companies shows a positive effect, both on market performance (TBQ) and on book performance (ROA).

This paper contributes to the financial literature of Islamic companies, especially for manufacturing companies, in identifying corporate governance as a determinant of financial leverage, and the effect of financial leverage on firm performance. In principle, the effect of corporate governance on financial leverage and the effect of financial leverage on firm performance, there is no difference between Islamic and non-Sharia companies. This paper provides additional insight for investors on the Indonesia Stock Exchange, regarding the relationship between corporate governance, financial leverage, and firm performance of Islamic manufacturing, which can be used as material for consideration in making investments.

This paper has several limitations, therefore the agenda for further studies is suggested to consider the ownership structure and characteristics of the CEO as a proxy for corporate governance variables. In addition, company-specific factors and macroeconomic conditions also need to be considered as determinants of the capital structure. Finally, it is advisable to consider doing research on other groups of companies.
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